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     Li Ji is a patriarch of WaGgang Amry. By his life, we can infer the exact date of 
Wagang Army Uprising. In this time, Li Ji’s official career has roses and thrones. 
Because of Li Mi failure at BeiMang, Li Ji became the politically powerful person in 
WaGang Amry. 
   Li Ji surrenders the Tang Dynasty to speed up to unity, but his motives without 
being simple, it’s mainly because the consideration of the political future of himself. 
The period of the Wude, he assist Taizong to become the emperor. 
   In the early time of the Zhenguan, Taizong had come to mistrust Li Ji. In 643 A.D., 
the Crown Prince rebellion, Group members Hou Junji died, Li Ji became the most 
prestigious generals, became prime minister in a team. Later Zhenguan, Taizong 
began to consider the problem of the successors to the throne, because of Li Ji’s 
Forces were too strong, So they suffered a heavy blow. 
   In the early time of the Yonghui, Li Ji played the role of checks and balances 
Zhangsun Wuji, with the continued expansion of the forces of Zhangsun Wuji, Li Ji 
blinked plot.In 655 A.D., because of the problem of dethrone empress, Gaozong and 
Zhangsun Wuji had a conflict. Li Ji support Gaozong, Zhangsun 's forces gradually 
removed from the central plot. 
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